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AGAIN
Read full coverage of the
Gamecocks’ Capital One
Bowl win on page B1 and
view photos on page B4.
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UNC associate
dean to lead
Moore School
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More off-campus housing planned

Selection fills job that
opened in August 2012
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

USC has picked a n associate
dean from the University of North
Carolina to head its Darla Moore
School of Business.
Its choice, Peter Brews, proposed
U NC’s i nter nat iona l One M BA
prog r a m , a t wo -ye a r prog r a m
between five schools
on four continents,
and oversaw it for
seven years, unt il
he stepped down in
July. He will start at
USC on Thursday.
He has also
served as a business
professor at U NC
and as an assistant
BREWS
professor at Duke
University and Babson College in
Massachusetts. Brews is originally
from Johannesburg, South Africa.
Brews’ selection ends a search
process that lasted for more than
a year. The outgoing dean, Hildy
Teegen, announced she would leave
in August 2012 to take a sabbatical
before returning to teaching, and
Joh n McDer mot t has ser ved as
interim dean since May.
USC held two rounds of searches,
Provost M ichael A m iridis said,
because the fi rst group of fi nalists

Courtesy of Edwards Communities

Ohio-based Edwards Communities plans to build an apartment complex beside the Blossom Street bridge.

Student apartment projects
approved amid housing boom
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Pulaski Street — an area west of
campus dotted with warehouses
and undeveloped lots — is set to
see a wave of development in the
next few years, fueled by a surge in
student housing.
A c it y com m is sion la st week
approved a pair of student housing
projects that would add 700 beds to
the area, across a pair of railroad
tracks from USC’s campus.

Along with a redevelopment of the
Palmetto Compress warehouse,
the projects are expected to bring
approximately $100 million in
investment to the long-overlooked
area, said Fred Delk, executive
director of t he Columbia
Development Corporation.
The projects are part of a growing
st udent housing boom t ied to
USC’s swelling enrollment. As
a result, Columbia’s downtown
p opu l at ion (w h ic h c u r re nt l y
numbers between 2,000 and 2,500
people) is set to triple in the next
three years, Delk said.
The largest of the developments

would go on either side of the
Palmetto Compress warehouse,
one in a wooded area beside the
Blossom Street bridge and one
bordered by Devine, Greene and
Pulaski streets and the railroad
tracks.
T he projec t , wh ic h accou nt s
for 580 beds, was introduced by
Columbus, Ohio-based Edwards
Communit ies, which last year
proposed demolishing t he
Palmetto Compress warehouse
to make room for an apartment
complex.
The other proposal would add 40
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Clowney speeds into trouble again New building could
face space shortage

Star Gamecock
defensive end gets
2nd speeding ticket

Business enrollment has grown
faster than expected before move

Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Thad Moore

The traffic stop was routine
enough — a d r iver r u n n i ng
late, hitting 84 mph in a 55 mph
zone. But somet hing seemed
odd.
“Why’s that name familiar?”
the officer whispered to himself
as he got back in his patrol car.
Why? Because it was Jadeveon
Clowney.
The Gamecocks’ star
defensive end wa s c aught
speeding, going well above the
limit. Again.
This time, on the day after
Christmas, he was racing into
Columbia, late for the team’s
departure for the Capital One
Bowl in Orlando, Fla.
Three weeks earlier, a state

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Clowney posed with police officers in Orlando, Fla., before the bowl game.
t r o o p e r o n I -7 7 n o r t h o f
Columbia clocked him going 40
mph over the speed limit — 110
mph in a 70 mph zone.
Upon his arrival in Orlando,
Clowney posed for a pict ure
with two City of Orlando police
officers. He later tweeted the

picture, captioning it “We in
here me and my boys lol.”
“ I d id a lot of speed i ng,”
Clowney said after the Capital
One Bowl. “Everybody speeds,
I think. Ever ybody don’t get
CLOWNEY• A6

T he b u s i ne s s s c ho ol m a y a l r e ad y b e
outgrowing its new, $106.5 million space, even
before it moves in at the end of the semester.
John McDermott, the school’s interim dean,
told trustees last month that the school enrolls
more st udents than the new building was
designed for, meaning some classes may need
to be taught in other buildings, and the school
might need to get creative with its scheduling.
University spokesman Wes Hickman said
the business school had grown faster than
officials expected when they began planning
the new building a few years ago. Pastides said
he expects the business school won’t have too
little space; instead, he thinks other schools
won’t be able to share the new building, as they
do now.
CAPACITY • A3
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CAROLINA CARD

GOLDEN SPUR
GAMEROOM

QUICK COPY

A look at Russell House

STUDENT POSTAL
SERVICES

THE BASEMENT
Russell House Quick Copy off ers
printing help but sees low traffic

Golden Spur Game Room boasts
billiards, foosball in basement

Saffiyah Ali

Sarah Martin

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

There ex ists in t he dept hs of
Russell House a place where faculty
a nd s t ude nt s a l i ke c a n c re at e
anything from club newsletters to
party invitations.
The Russell House Quick Copy
is part of Printing Services at USC,
headquartered at 1600 Hampton
Street.
Vickie Brady, one of the two fulltime print and customer service
sp ec ia l i st s , h a s worked at t he
Russell House Quick Copy center
for the last seven years alongside
several work-study students.
Brady said that in her seven years
at the copy center she has not seen
as many students use the center as
she would like.
“I would get people in here to
get their dissertations that didn’t
even know we were here until here
they are leaving, so I would like for
it to get better,” she said. “It would
be nice to see more of the students
come in.”
St udent s ca n obt a i n a Q u ick
C o p y L o y a lt y C a r d t o b e g i n
earning free color prints. However,
Brady doesn’t think this feature,

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

launched in 2013, is well known,
a nd t herefore isn’t been t a ken
advantage of by many students.
Accord i ng to Jef f Stensla nd,
Associate Director of News and
Internal Communications at the
Division of Communicat ions at
USC, in the 2013 fiscal year the
copy center has assisted nearly
9,500 customers — the majority of
whom are students — with about
$42,000 in orders.
I n a d d it i o n , a p p r o x i m a t e l y
$275,000 in orders from academic
and administrative departments
were processed.
Brady said the best part about her
job was the people, and she hopes
to see more in the future, since she
gets to really know her customers
and better provide them with the
services they want.
“Cer t a i n st udent s t hat come
in start coming in when they’re
freshmen, and then I see them until
they graduate and it’s kind of sad to
see them go,” she said.
DG

When most students think about
Russell House, the f irst thing to
come to mind is probably food, not
Super Mario Bros. or pool. But if
you walk downstairs, you’ll fi nd the
st udent u nion’s hidden gem: t he
Golden Spur Game Room.
The G ame Room is on t he
basement level of the Russell House,
right bet ween t he CarolinaCard
office and the mailroom. It’s open to
all USC students, and you can swipe
your CarolinaCard to pay for games.
The Golden Spur boasts seven
pool tables, two ping-pong tables, air
hockey and foosball. Gamers can also
play Wii and Xbox or watch TV on
one of the many plasma televisions
that line the room.
Pe t e r S t r a u s , a s e c o n d - y e a r
ps ycholog y major a nd selfproclaimed fan of all video games,
said he didn’t know that there was
a game room in t he basement of
Russell House until his roommate
told him and suggested they should
check it out together.
“My roommate Chris heard of
it and thought it’d be f un to go,”

said Straus. “When we discovered
everything there, my favorite thing
to do was play ping-pong.”
Straus said he didn’t realize that
G olden Spu r of fered more t ha n
billiards, and once he learned about
all of the other games that are there,
he and his roommate would go there
three or four times a week.
To reach out to all USC students
and let t hem k now about special
events, Golden Spur communicates
w it h s t u d e nt s o n s o c i a l me d i a
websites. This past November, the 8
Ball Pool Tournament was advertised
through Twitter. There was also a
Super Smash Bros. Brawl video game
tournament bet ween 32 different
players. In the past, the game room
has also extended its operations until
late in conjunction with Carolina
After Dark.
The game room is open seven days
a week, except during home football
games and holidays, from noon until
10 p.m. on weekdays and from 3 p.m.
until 10 p.m. on weekends.
DG

follow us

@thegamecock
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Students gather in the Golden Spur Game Room for an 8-ball pool Tournament.

Greene Street
Methodist Church

Ash Wednesday March 5, 2014:
Ashes to-go 8am-Noon

&

Traditional Service @ 6pm

CAPACITY • Continued from A1
“ I f you t a ke t he a mou nt of
classroom and technology and study
and faculty office space in the Moore
School ... and just transfer it over,
that’s no problem,” Pastides said.
“It’s not like the Moore School will
have to be outside of the building.”
This isn’t the fi rst snag that plans
for the new building have faced.
In 2011, USC said the building

would cost $15 million more than
originally thought, and earlier this
year, it pushed the new building’s
opening back by a semester because
of delays in renovating the CloseHipp Building. Under the original
pla ns, const r uc t ion wou ld have
fi nished in December.
DG

Check out our fashion blog:

boots & bows

Flu cases
increasing
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) has issued a health
advisory noting a rise in severe ﬂu
cases, especially among young and
middle-aged adults, in most of the
Southeast.
How to Guard Against the Flu:
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Do you need teambuilding supplies or workshops for retreats?
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The Leadership outlet
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resource center and leadership training
Open to students, faculty, &
staff
Books, videos, & team building
activies & equipment
All activities come with
materials and detailed instructions so anyone can facilitate!
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Consultation & facilitation for
university departments & student
organizations on campus
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Assistance with team building
activities, leadership presentations,
& developing or facilitating retreats
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Simulation experiences for specific
leadership skills

Student Health Services

Help build community among your team, student organization members, or class

Resources address topics including:
Conflict Management
Effective communication
event planning
effective meetings
Leadership and
Service Center

University of South Carolina Student Life

In support of Healthy Carolina
Improving student success through healthy living

ethical leadership
motivating your group members
leadership styles
team building
www.sa.sc.edu/leaders/resources
Campus Life Center. Russell House 227

Hub at Columbia is downtown’s newest luxury living
space. A fully furnished apartment with unbeatable
amenities, find out why it’s different up here!
1426 Main Street
Columbia, SC 803.369.8274

It’s Different Up Here

Sapphire 3

Ruby 9

Pearl 5
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Aiken alpacas don warm Boil water advisory issued
wear in winter months in various neighborhoods

SC legislators planning
digital privacy law
South Carolina state representatives said they are
planning to pass a digital privacy law in 2014 that would
deem cellphones as private as private residences, The
State reported.
“[Your phone] is more important than [your] house
right now. A fire breaks out in your house, the first thing
you are going to grab is your cellphone,” said House
Minority Leader Todd Rutherford, D-Richland.
Should a privacy law of this nature pass, police would
not be able to search a cellphone without a signed search
warrant.
According to the State Law Enforcement Division
spokeswoman, this kind of privacy law “would affect our
ability to get violent offenders off the streets,” because
criminals can destroy the evidence in the time it would
take to procure a warrant.
A digital privacy law could potentially make way for a
ban on texting and driving in the future.
—Hannah Jeffrey, News Editor

Chiweenie Farms’ youngest furry residents
were warm for the winter with the help of
another layer this year, the Aiken Standard
reported.
After realizing last fall that the farm’s baby
alpacas would not yet have ample fleece, farm
operators Sherry Forney and Pam Pray went to
Aiken’s Goodwill store last October to invest
in children’s sweaters.
In order to prepare the sweaters designed
for young humans for t he young alpacas,
Forney and Pray shortened the sleeves to fit
the animals’ legs.
“They didn’t give us a hard time at all,”
Sherry said. “It was like put one foot in, pull
the sweater over the head, put another foot in
and then pull the sweater over the back and
belly.”
—Hannah Jeffrey, News Editor

HOUSING • Continued from A1
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3-bedroom townhouses on the corner
of Pendleton and Pulaski streets.
Steve Simonetti, a vice president at
E dwa rd s C om mu n it ie s , s a id he
thought that although USC’s growth
is set to slow, he thinks there’s still
demand for housing close to campus.
“ We d o n’t t h i n k it ’ l l c au s e a n
oversupply,” Simonetti said. “The last
thing we want to do is create a supplydemand imbalance that causes a price
war.”
The coming boom of apartments
raised questions for USC’s plans to
build a privately f unded dorm by
the Carolina Coliseum, said Russ
Meekins, executive director of USC’s
endowment, which is selling land
to Edwards Communities for the
development for a “substantial profit.”
USC was scheduled to present the
private dorm proposal to the cit y
Desig n / Development Rev iew
Com m ission but pu shed it back
because the university is still looking
f o r a c o nt r a c t o r, a c c o r d i n g t o
university spokesman Wes Hickman.
“We think there’s such a shortage of
housing close to campus,” Meekins
said. “We t hink t here’s plent y of
demand to go around.”
DG

Study Abroad
Fair Spring 2014
Andrew spent a semester studying
international relations and Korean language in
South Korea. So can you. See it for yourself.

TUESDAY

January

28

11 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom
Join us to learn how you
can study, intern, research
or volunteer abroad, and
see the world for yourself.

Hot Deal

to warm you up
90 Days
No
Payment

$100
Cash
Back*

Refinance your auto and save!
*Approval is based on credit worthiness; existing AllSouth auto loans are not eligible for this promotion. 2010 and newer vehicles only;
minimum loan amount of $5,000. Interest will continue to accrue during the 90 days with no payment. $100 will be deposited into your
savings account when the loan is established. Savings account required for membership.
Federally insured by NCUA

2012 Harden Street

(803) 736-3110
Online at

www.allsouth.org

The City of Columbia Water Works issued a
boil water advisory Sunday for another Columbia
neighborhood after a six inch water main break,
according to WLTX.
The water main break could possibly result in
bacterial contamination in the Lorick Avenue area.
Boil water advisories were lifted for Lakemor Count,
West Beltline Blvd and Beltline Blvd just hours
before the advisory to Lorick Avenue was sent out,
The State reported.
Residents in the afflicted areas were advised to boil
water for at least one full minute prior to drinking
or cooking in order to rid the water of bacteria.
Furthermore, ice made from water that was not
boiled was declared unsafe for drinking purposes.
As of Sunday evening, the Cit y of Columbia
Water Works was working to correct the problem.
—Hannah Jeffrey, News Editor

USC, hospital to partner
New clinical group could
be academic, financial
boon, university says
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

USC and Palmetto Healt h are
in talks to merge their outpatient
cl i n ic s i n a move t hat wou ld
affect 1,300 employees at the two
institutions.
Details about the clinical group,
which would be freestanding, are
being negotiated, so information
about its name and costs aren’t yet
available. A timeline for the merger
isn’t set, but t he t wo have had a
partnership for decades.
The idea has been in the works
for nearly two years, USC President
Harris Pastides said.
The new g roup w ill be led by
the School of Medicine’s executive
dean, a role that’s currently vacant.
A search to fi ll the job is expected to
take several months.

U n i v e r s i t y s p o k e s m a n We s
H ick ma n sa id t he new g roup
would open more opport u n it ies
for medical school students to get
clinical practice.
Forming one combined group will
give it more leverage in negotiations
w it h i n s u r a nc e c omp a n ie s a nd
spread USC’s clinical reach outside
of dow ntow n Columbia, Provost
M ic h ael A m i r id i s s a id . A nd it
will make growing easier, because
Palmetto Health is more likely than
USC to build new buildings.
“In this business, there is strength
in numbers,” Amiridis said.
Past ides said he ex pects
ot her schools to pu rsue sim ila r
partnerships in the coming years,
especially as the health care industry
remains in flux.
“If t here’s a n a rea w it h i n t he
university and even within society
where there is murkiness and there
are probably sharks in the water, it’s
health care,” Pastides said.
DG

Find a better deal
and we’ll beat it
in-store by 10%*.

SOUTH CAROLINA
BOOK STORE
801 Main Street
neebo.com/sc

TEXT “TEXTBOOK2” TO 22022 TO

GET $15 OFF
1

A PURCHASE OF $150 OR MORE!

1

Coupons must be redeemed with a textbook purchase or rental. Only valid on transactions of $150 or more. Limit one coupon per customer per transaction per day. Not valid with any
other offers, discounts or price guarantee credits. Not redeemable for cash. Offer expires March 1, 2014. Valid in-store only. 2 Visit www.neebo.com/free for ofﬁcial rules. *Find a better
deal locally or online and we’ll beat it in-store by 10%. Excludes peer-to-peer marketplace offerings. Some restrictions apply. Ask a Team Member for details.

NEEBO-11855-4
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CLOWNEY • Continued from A1
caught. I got caught.”
Clowney wasn’t the only one to go well above the speed limit in the midst
of his run-ins with police.
The state trooper who first pulled Clowney over topped 140 mph in
pursuit of the Chrysler 300 the defensive end was driving, according to
dashboard camera footage released under an open records request. He
maintained speeds above 100 mph for at least a minute and 15 seconds, the
video shows.
“Any time you drive 100 miles an hour, you’re taking enormous risk,
and you’re putting everyone else at risk, both for Clowney and the cop,”
said Geoffrey Alpert, a USC criminal justice professor and national expert
on police pursuits. “You’re putting your life at risk at 140 miles an hour. I
wouldn’t put my life at risk for a speeder.”
A Highway Patrol spokesman directed questions to the department’s
pursuit policy, which says: “The pursuit is justified only when the necessity
of the apprehension of a suspect outweighs the risks created by the pursuit.”
The tickets total $800, and while Clowney has hired an attorney to help
fight them, coach Steve Spurrier joked in the days leading up to the bowl
that the fi nes would be small in comparison to the payday Clowney, a top
NFL draft prospect, was set to receive.
“At least he’ll have enough money to pay for it in a week or so,” Spurrier
said. “Hopefully, they’ll send him (to driving school) after the bowl game.”
DG

SHE SNORES MORE
THAN I DO, BUT I STILL
LOVE MY HUMAN.
— BANDIT
adopted 11-26-09

DEAN • Continued from A1
failed to capture the consensus of the
administration, faculty and business
community.
Brews was selected largely for
his experience with international
programs, Amiridis said, and he will
be tasked, in part, with developing
more programs with universities
abroad.
He was also picked for h is
emphasis on undergraduate teaching
— because the business school is
relat ively u nderg r adu ate -heav y
— and for his familiarity with the
Southeast, Amiridis said.
Amiridis and university President
Harris Pastides praised Brews’ vision
for the school, but in an interview,
Brews said he didn’t want to discuss
his goals until he’d had conversations
with the Moore School’s faculty.
He did say he wou ld push
innovative programs — the sort that
are the first of their kind and that are
hard to replicate elsewhere. That, he
said, is what made UNC’s OneMBA
program successful.
“That’s the nature of the game
today,” Brews said. “If we want to
be competitive in the 21st century
coming out of the United States,
we’ve got to do things that others
have not done before. It’s no good
replicating or copying others and
doing it slightly cheaper.”
A m i r id is sa id he hopes t he
business school will be viewed as
more of a central player in the South
Carolina business community, rather
than as an academic supplement.

Pastides said Brews’ experience
w it h t he pr ivate sec tor — i n
ac adem ia , he h a s cont i nued to
consult w it h companies like t he
Ford Motor Co. and Boeing — was
another draw.
“He’s a great fit,” Pastides said.
“He’s got ac adem ic c red ibi l it y,
but he’s always had one foot in the
business world.”
Brews comes to the university as
the business school tries to keep up
with its counterparts and keep up its
reputation.
As part of that push, he will be
responsible for developing programs
targeted at the corporate world, with
curricula measured in weeks and
weekends, not years, Amiridis said;
those programs could help spread
the school’s name and bring in more
money.
“It’s not t hat you can cruise if
you are at the top,” Amiridis said.
“Everybody wants to replace you.”
Brews beg a n h is c a reer a s a n
investment banker but found himself
drawn to teaching, a skill he learned
showing South African children how
to play cricket.
A l at er i nv it at io n t o t e ac h a
business law course at a school in
Johannesburg led to a new career
path.
“I think it’s very important that we
prepare our students for the world
that is coming,” he said, “not for the
world that either has been or is.”

DG
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Stalking
Awareness Month
Information Fair
January 23
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Russell House Ballroom
Stalking and harassment occur
in many different forms. Today,
protecting
yourself
includes
securing personal data and
safeguarding technology from
potential identity thieves and
online stalkers. Join us at the
Stalking Awareness Information
Fair to learn more about personal
safety, stalking and interpersonal
violence on campus and online.

The Office of Undergraduate
Research (OUR) is here to assist
YOU in 3 ways:
Connecting you with faculty
(Getting Started Workshops, Individual
Appointments)
Providing funding opportunities for your
project (Magellan Programs)
Helping you showcase your research
(Discovery Day, Caravel)

803-777-8248 www.sa.sc.edu/shs/savip/stand-up
Office hours M-F 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SAVIP advocates on call 24/7 - in the event of an
emergency, call 803-777-4215.

In support of Healthy Carolina
Improving student success
through healthy living

For more information contact OUR for an appointment
Legare College 126 • 777-1141 • our@sc.edu • sc.edu/our
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Development plans could alleviate housing needs
ISSUE
The city approved new student
housing development plans.
OUR STANCE
More beds are needed, but
the boom warrants caution.
With the national economy
in its usual gloomy state, few
t h i ng s cou ld f a re Colu mbia
b e t t e r t h a n a $10 0 m i l l io n
inf lux into its economy; USC,
facing a staggering growth in its
undergraduate population, could
use a few more beds; Pulask i
St r e e t a nd it s s u r r ou nd i n g
areas, mainly warehouses and
neglected parking lots, might be
put to better use.
So when a pa i r of pr ivate
construct ion companies
p et it ioned to bu i ld s t udent
hou si ng projec t s on P u lask i
Street, thereby injecting millions
of dollars into the local economy,
the city was ready to listen.
Last week, a city commission
approved the construction of two
new student housing projects,
wh ich w il l add 70 0 beds for
students. This comes as welcome
news to the universit y, where
guaranteed freshman housing
continues to be a problem. This

new development also mark s
another episode in Columbia’s
hou si ng boom, cent ra l to
which is an expected tripling of
Columbia’s population in the
next three years.
At fi rst glance, this seems like
nothing but good news. A nd,
for the most part, it is. More
upperclassmen will be able to
f ind convenient housing of fcampus, leaving more room for
freshmen on university grounds.
The estimated $100 million in

“In booming housing
markets, there’s always
a risk of overestimating
demand, sparking a
price war between
developers. ... While
Edwards Communities
has played down the
possibility of such an
event, should it happen,
it would hurt the school
as a whole and must be
avoided at all costs.”

investment that the projects will
bring to a local underdeveloped
area is an undeniable benefit.
Nevert heless, t he new
development s ra ise a few
concerns that must be addressed.
Students living there will need
a safe, consistent method to cross
the railroad tracks on the way to
campus. As of now, options are
limited.
A lso, t he problem of a
possible excess in supply
remains. In booming housing
markets, there’s always a risk
of o v e r e s t i m at i n g d e m a nd ,
spark ing a price war bet ween
developers. In t his sit uat ion,
USC’s pending proposal for a
private dorm on campus remains
the new development’s primary
compet it ion. W hile Edwards
Com mu n it ies, one of t he
developers, has played down the
possibilit y of that happening,
if it did, it would hurt USC,
the city and the area, and city
a nd u n iver sit y of f ic ia ls a nd
developers should be careful to
avoid it.
It’s no secret: USC needs more
beds. A nd wh ile some issues
haven’t been completely covered,
the new developments are still a
very welcome sign.

Southern culture prompts feminist views
Students should try new
ideals, see what works
I’m an undergraduate student
from the University of Leeds,
England, undertaking my study
abroad year at the University
of Sout h Carolina. A s far as
alleg ia nces to fem i n ism go,
before this year I was, to a large
extent, agnostic.
I was agitated by music videos
with flashing images of isolated
butts and boobs and legs, but
didn’t do much about it. I had
never been wholly impressed by
low-budget, whiny girl-meetsguy romantic comedies — but I
love “The Notebook.” I kicked
a nd s c r e a me d ab out Robi n
Thicke’s “Blurred Lines,” yet
had it on my iPod, and I hated
being referred to as “girl,” but
frequently invited my “girlies”
out for d r i n k s. I prote sted
against instances of sexism as
much as the next self-respecting
woman, but when the cause died
down, so did my voice. Perhaps
I wasn’t even agnostic, I was just
confused.
Then I moved to Sout h
Ca rol i na i n Aug ust a nd my
views gradually changed. The
loud- a nd-proud r ight-w i ng
ideological climate in this state
is so at odds with what I’m used
to at home that it immediately
became easy to recognize and
articulate my views, by way of
confrontat ion, disagreement
and debate.
I started coming into collision
w it h drast ically sex ist v iews

and behavior. Walking to the
Clemson game last semester,
there was a campaigner standing
by t he road wit h a billboard
display next to him that had
graphic pictures of abortions
and dead fetuses. The boards
read, “God is Judging South
C a r ol i n a f or o v e r 36 0 ,0 0 0
ab or t ion s” a nd “G o d Ble s s
America?” When my roommate
ref u sed to t a ke one of t h is
man’s leaflets, he began to shout
“WITCH!” at her as we quickly
proceeded down the road.
I have also been dispirited by
the dancing st yle
infamously known
a s “ t w e r k i n g ,”
a s
k i n d l y
demonst rated by
Miley Cyrus at her
twerk-de-triomphe
debut during
t he V M A s. A s I
Evelyn
watched her gyrate
Robinson
arou nd a foam
Second-year
f i nger, I w i nced
English and
history student
inside at the
thought that media
portrayals of women had just
managed to take yet another
step backwards. The everyday
effect of her behavior can be
clearly seen when venturing on
a night out to Five Points to see
girls grabbing their ankles and
thrusting their butts into the
air as if it’s the new Macarena.
Then there was the moment it
happened. The moment that the
red wax seal stamped down and
confi rmed it: “I’m a feminist.”
In a question and answer session

with four of South Carolina’s
most famous women’s rights
activists, one of the speakers
assured us that young women
would not remain as ignorant as
feminists of former generations
like to make out. She professed,
“Don’t worry. The moment
that young women come into
collision with real-life sexism
a nd d i s c r i m i n at ion w i l l b e
t he moment t he y ’l l rea l i z e
how muc h t he world need s
feminism.”
My moment came two weeks
later, du r i ng a present at ion
a b o u t s e x u a l v io l e n c e a n d
a s sau lt . A member of t he
audience piped up and suggested
that, “all of the girls who go
out to Five Points at Halloween
dressed as black cats are asking
for it.” Wit h t hat comment,
I went to my dorm room and
bashed out my indignant piece
“Why 21st-century Feminism is
a Worthy Fight.”
Realizing which allegiances
you have to a part icular
ideology is like going shopping.
You browse t h rough shops,
trying on ideas, seeing how they
fit, horrified by some pieces and
elated by others. The bits you
like the most you take home
and add to your wardrobe. One
of the things I cherish the most
about moving to South Carolina
has been t he l iberat i ng,
educ at ion a l a nd i nva lu able
opportunity it has afforded me
to have this experience.

Tuition freeze could ease
pressure on students
Stagnant funding halts
university’s development
President Pastides released a video statement
last Friday promoting an increase in state
f unding to enable the universit y to call a
“t uition timeout.” Pastides’ proposal asks
legislatures to “work with us for a long term
funding solution” and proposes that colleges
who feed into our states’ economy should be
rewarded for their efforts.
Back i n September, Past ides proposed
the same tuition freeze at his State of the
University address requesting state funding for
three years to cover increasing employee pay,
energy bills, and employee health insurance
costs. After another year of decreased funding
from the state, he called for an end to blaming
tuition hikes on anyone specific suggesting,
“ L et ’s ag ree to me et s t at e g over n ment
halfway.”
St udents saw a t u it ion increase of 3.15
percent which could grow even more next year
without additional state funding. As a student
I can’t help but support such a cause as the
universities’ new “Carolina Action Network.”
After all, who wants to pay more money? South
Carolina sure doesn’t want to open their wallet
to pay the bill, but we may be paying for a lot
more if changes aren’t made. The Commission
on Higher Education ranks South Carolina
38th in the nation for state support of higher
education. We have all heard the gruesome
statistics for education and graduation rates in
our state.
If our schools continue to spiral downward
and start to bring our college enrollment
numbers with it, our state’s economy could
start to see a change as well.
Whether or not our state government sees
any light in this idea of “meeting halfway,” the
question stands: if money is provided for state
education where will it come from?
Un iversit y ad m i n ist rat ion has a tough
decision to make. Refusing to raise tuition
for st udent s of ou r u n iversit y mea ns no
improvements or expansion. I think many of
my fellow Carolinians would agree with me
when I say our university isn’t growing at the
rate it should. With attendance increasing
across our campus our facilities just can’t keep
up. I mean, have you tried fi nding a place to
park on this campus lately?
I for one am glad to have Pastides in my
corner for this one. Let’s just hope his efforts
aren’t for nothing. Support the Carolina Action
Network and see President Pastides’ statement
by visiting www.mycarolina.org/CAN
— Forrest Holloman, first-year business student
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TOP 10 MOVIES

A rundown of the best films to
grace the silver screen in 2013

Jonathan Winchell

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

2013 was a pretty good year for films. Box office successes with big name
stars and smaller independent and foreign films that few people have seen
made up the top ten films released in the United States in 2013.
First, some honorable mentions:
“All Is Lost,” “Behind the Candelabra” (TV movie), “Blancanieves,”
“Blue Jasmine,” “Fruitvale Station,” “Her,” “Inside Llewyn Davis,” “Love
Is All You Need,” “Prisoners,” and “Side Effects.”

reenact the horror they inflicted.
The fi lm is chilling and profound
but shockingly enjoyable, if one
could call it that. For most of the
film, the men show no remorse for
their actions and even gloat about
t heir accomplishments. By t he

end, though, the main subject of
the fi lm, Anwar Congo, begins to
realize the evil of his ways through
watch ing h is “act s” of k illing.
The fi nal moments of the fi lm are
unbelievable and transfi xing.

5. ‘Gravity’ - Alfonso Cuarón
Alfonso Cuarón and his son Jonás
spent years making the visually
stunning thrill ride “Gravity,” one
of the best science fiction films
ever made. Dr. Ryan Stone (Sandra
Bullock), a medical engineer on her
first mission into space, is hired
to perform highly technical work
on a satellite. Also on the mission
is the experienced astronaut Matt
Kowalski (George Clooney). When
debris from a Russian missile strike
smashes into t heir shutt le, t he
two hurtle into space. The special
effects, the cinematography and

the 3D are absolutely outstanding
and are used to craft a visceral
and emotionally f ulf illing f ilm
experience. Seeing the film on a
small screen in 2D will not be the
same as the Imax 3D. The vastness
of space and the horror of a person
being trapped in such an open void
is much more effective on a massive
screen with the integral 3D. At its
heart, “Gravity” is a B-movie sci-fi
thriller, but it achieves greatness in
its artful execution and proves that
cinema is not dead.

Courtesy of hollywoodreporter.com

1. ‘Blue is the Warmest Color’ - Abellatif Kechiche
Based on a g raph ic novel by
Julie Maroh, this romantic drama
follows the life of Adèle (Adèle
Exarchopoulos) as she struggles to
come to terms with her sexuality in
high school and then as she explores
her feelings in a relationship with
Emma (Léa Seydoux), an older
college student with dyed blue hair.
Winner of the 2013 Cannes Film
Festival’s Palme d’Or, Kechiche’s
three-hour film is as awe-inspiring
a nd c i nem a-re def i n i n g i n it s
int imac y as “Grav it y” is in its
grandness. Rarely has a fi lm been
as physically and emotionally raw
when it comes to human behavior

and love. Yes, the film has some
graphic sex scenes that definitely
earn the film its NC-17 rating, but
they are essential and absolutely
in keeping with the rest of the
film. The two lead performances
are unbelievable. Because the fi lm
does not have any plot contrivances,
t he audience is completely
i nve s t e d i n e ver y moment of
t he characters’ lives while it is
happening. “Blue” is a masterpiece
t hat shou ld w in t he Oscar for
Best Picture, Foreign Language
Film, Director (Kechiche), Actress
(Exarchopoulos), and Supporting
Actress (Seydoux).

2. ‘Like Someone in Love’ - Alfonso Cuarón
Not much happens plot-w ise
in Abbas Kiarostami’s new film,
which is set in Japan, his second
shot outside of his home country
of Iran (the first being “Certified
Copy”). A young woman, who is a
prostitute to help pay for her college
education, is hired by an elderly
professor to be his companion. The
attractive woman has a boyfriend,
but t he old m a n s e e m s mor e
interested in talking with her than
being physical. Kiarostami is such
a masterf ul f ilmmaker because
his subtle camera placement and
movement can alter the meaning of
his films. The first thirteen minutes

of the film show two people talking
in a restaurant, and the fi lm is cut
back and forth between only two
different camera positions in the
whole scene. The next 13 minutes
follow the woman as she rides in a
taxi to the professor’s house. The
film is one that truly feels like real
life is unfolding, but Kiarostami
does not have anything in the film
or in the frame that is superfluous.
He continues to explore themes
of identity, role playing and the
connection of people in modern
society. “Like Someone in Love”
is thought provoking and precisely
directed and written.

3. ‘Before Midnight’ - Richard Linklater
In the 1995 film “Before Sunrise,”
st rangers Jesse ( Et han Hawke)
and Celine ( Julie Delpy) met on
a train in Vienna, started talking
and ended up walking through the
beautiful city together and falling
in love. Nine years later, in “Before
Sunset,” the couple reunited in Paris
and, again, walked around and just
talked. Nine years after that, in the
latest film in what is now a trilogy,
“Before Midnight,” the two are now
a couple with two daughters, and
they take a vacation in Greece. In

an age of mindless action films filled
with sound and f ur y signif ying
nothing, it is refreshing to see a film
where intelligent, mature adults just
talk with each other. The actors
are so at ease, the dialogue is so
attuned to real life, and the shots
go on so long without a cut that it
feels improvised. The last act of the
film shows the couple having a big
argument in a hotel room, and it
is more gripping and exciting than
any CGI spectacle or comic book
action scene.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

6. ‘American Hustle’ - David O. Russell
No other film last year was quite
as gloriously, vibrantly entertaining.
A better Scorsese fi lm than 2013’s
act ual Scorsese f ilm (t he st illwickedly fun “The Wolf of Wall
Street”), “American Hustle” seems
to effortlessly float along for more
than t wo hours and 15 minutes
with a to-die-for cast, including
ma ny who gave career-best
performances; a witty, whip-smart,
perfectly structured script; smooth
direction; a killer soundtrack; and
hysterical but spot-on set design,
costumes and hair. The story is
loosely based on the Abscam case in

which the FBI tried to stop political
corruption in the late ’70s and early
’80s, but as the opening slyly states,
“some of this actually happened.”
This is a farce about an array of
criminals and the law enforcers who
tried to stop them. Christian Bale, a
method actor who often plays dark,
brooding characters, has never been
more funny and lively, and Jennifer
Lawrence is a marvel as his younger,
ditzy wife. This is one of those films
in which the real world completely
goes away while watching it, and
the audience is swept away into the
world of cinema.

7. ‘Captain Phillips’ - Paul Greengrass
Tom Hank s g ives one of his
best performances in years in Paul
Greengrass’ incredibly intense and
nerve-wracking thriller based on
the true stor y of Capt. Richard
Phillips, whose cargo ship, on a
routine voyage, was hijacked by
a small band of Somali pirates in
2009. The crew was taken hostage,
and Phillips tried delicately to
keep the poor, bone-thin pirates
sat isf ied wh ile also protect ing
his crew. Greeng rass (“United
93,” “The Bourne Ultimatum” )
captures the harrowing ordeal with
a documentary realism that puts

the audience right there on the ship
and later on a cramped lifeboat that
carried only Phillips and the pirates.
Greengrass and screenwriter Billy
Ray don’t perpetuate A merican
ji ngoism or m a ke Ph i l l ip s a n
invincible, Rambo-like hero. The
fi nal scene features an emotionally
o v e r w h e l m e d , s w e a t- s o a k e d ,
mentally-drained Phillips t hat
emphasizes that he is only a man
who bravely tried to protect his
crew and survive a living hell. That
scene alone is reason enough for
him to alone an Oscar for Best
Actor. One forgets it is Tom Hanks.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

8. ‘Nebraska’ - Alexander Payne
Courtesy of MCT Campus

4. ‘The Act of Killing’ - Joshua Oppenheimer
There have been few
documentaries quite as
extraordinary and strange as “The
Act of K illing.” Without much
persuading, Joshua Oppenheimer,
an A merican-British filmmaker
based i n Den ma rk , conv i nced

Indonesian mass murderers who
killed thousands of people in the
mid ’60s to restage their atrocities
for his cameras in t he st yle of
different film genres. They put
on makeup, wore costumes and
walked onto constructed sets to

Shot in appropriately drear y
black and white, Alexander Payne’s
“Nebraska,” written by first-time
fi lm screenwriter Bob Nelson, is a
droll, note-perfect road trip comedy
with a flawless lead performance by
77-year-old character actor Bruce
Dern. He plays Woody Grant, a
retired drunk who insists on going
to Lincoln, Neb., to claim a milliondollar cash prize t hat a bog us

sweepstakes letter says he has won.
His son, played by SNL alumnus
Will Forte, fi nally agrees to make
the trip in order to appease him
and to have some father-son time
with his old man. Woody’s wife,
hysterically played by June Squibb,
speaks her mind bluntly at all times
and lives by Groucho Marx’s old
saying, “If you don’t have anything
MOVIES • A15

Live it.

Career Center
University of South Carolina

Career Fest &
the S.E.T. Fair
Held concurrently, Career Fest is for non-technical
positions and the S.E.T. Fair is for science, engineering,
& technology positions. Employers will be hiring for
internships and full-time jobs that are available.
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12 p.m. – 4 p.m.
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Columbia Metropolitan
Convention Center
Shuttle service is provided with
stops at Capstone, Russell House
(Corner of Greene & Sumter
Streets), and Swearingen (Corner
of Catawba & Main Streets).
Visit each job fair website on our
homepage or scan the QR code
with your smart phone.
www.sc.edu/career
facebook.com/UofSCCareers
twitter.com/UofSCCareers

The University of South Carolina is an equal opportunity institution.

Achieve your healthy eating and
physical activity goals through
nutritional consults, health coaching,
& ﬁtness classes right here on campus.
For more information, contact Campus
Wellness at 803-576-9393.

Registration Now Open
www.sa.sc.edu/shs/cw/gswag
In support of Healthy Carolina
Improving student success through healthy living
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TOP 10 GAMES

Indie titles rivaled big-name
sequels in 2013 gaming

Aaron Jenkins

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

1. The Last of Us - Naughty Dog

and light ning-qu ick combat in
“Infi nite” is quite a refreshing take.
The ending of “Infinite” toys
with ideas about parallel universes,
of their constants and variables. In
a metatextual sense, it is examining
its own existence as a video game
sequel and t he sorts of limited
freedoms that come with that role.
Much as it s g ra nd ambit ions
propel it skyward, the expectations
of what a “Bioshock” game can and
should be create a mighty undertow,
harkening back continually to that

iconic Art Deco metropolis at the
bottom of the Atlantic. Torn in
as many dif ferent direct ions as
its mult iverses, “Inf inite” t ries
t o t o e t he i mp o s s ible l i ne of
being as creative, shock ing and
revered as that original game, yet
simultaneously being something
completely new.
Where its fi nal moments take it
is just as much about reconciling
that difficult situation as it is about
blowing your mind.

5. Gone Home - The Fullbright Company
Courtesy of Naughty Dog

“The Last of Us” is one of those
o n c e -i n- a - c o n s ole - g e ne r at io n
ma r vels, t he c u l m i nat ion of
industry-leading technical talent,
a AAA budget, exceptional writing
and a precision focused vision of the
fi nal experience driving everything.
It is a grueling experience, one in
which the smallest encounter with
just a handful enemies can raise
the hair on the back of your neck
and make your palms sweat. It’s a
stealth game where the sneaking
mechanics necessitate from a fear
of confl ict instead of providing the
player with ninja empowerment.
It’s a shooter with truly limited
resources, in which firing a gun
feels less like instinct and more
l i ke a c a lc u lated dec ision. It ’s

a game that invites the player to
laugh and develop a deep bond with
its characters, just so that, in its
darkest moments, it gets to twist
the knife in your wounded soul just
a few degrees further.
Games are such a collaborative
medium that it is incredibly rare
to f ind one t hat feels as wholly
singular as “The Last of Us.” It
doesn’t feel designed by committee,
compromised or like it’s setting up
for another multi-million dollar
f r a nc h ise. L i ke a g reat novel,
everything in it feels purposeful,
like part of the story it wants to tell.
And that story may well be one of
the most powerful in the history of
video games.

“Gone Home” is not the most
exciting game on this list. In it,
the player doesn’t get to save the
world or defeat some nefarious
villain. In fact, there’s no combat
in it whatsoever. But that is — you
guessed it — precisely the point.
“Gone Home” is about showcasing
t hat v ideo games can, wit h t he
right amount of care, tell smallscale and intimate narratives.
“Gone Home” is a story about
a hou s e hold a nd a l l t h at ou r
homes say about us, all the secrets
they hide and all the memories
t hey hold t races of. There’s an

eerily voyeuristic qualit y about
spending hou rs r u m mag ing
t hrough bookbags, listening to
cassette tapes and reading secret
love letters, but that uncomfortably
personal detail only adds to the
complex at mosphere t hat is
constantly morphing throughout
t he durat ion of t he game. The
way it deconstructs and subverts
expectations of the medium, as
well as the way it deftly conveys
its deeply touching coming-ofage story, make it one of the most
memorable games of 2013.

6. Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons - Starbreeze Studios

2. Papers Please - Lucas Pope
In “Papers Please,” the player
takes control of a border g uard
i n a f i c t io n a l c o u nt r y c a l le d
A r stot z k a. G a meplay i nvolve s
sifting through paper documents,
looking for possible discrepancies
in immigrants’ passports.
Towards the end of game, the
sma l l desk wh ich t he player is
provided transforms into a chaotic
sea of documents, forms, f iling
cabi net s, key s a nd r u le book s,
buried one atop t he ot her. A nd
s o m e h o w, d e s p it e h o w s le e p inducingly tedious the game may
sound on paper, the actual act of
playing it can prove quite satisfying.
A nd therein lies the brilliance
of “Papers Please”: It t a kes it s
various characters, their plights and

struggles and reduces everything to
the barest of gameplay mechanics,
systems and rules. Eventually, I
fou nd myself so st rea m l i ned
and focused in my process t hat
no amount of begging would be
cause for an except ion. “Papers
Please” had me far too locked into
its cold, unf linching bureaucracy
to care just how hungr y or sick
any immigrant was. I just stamped
papers and moved on.
And to this day I’m still thinking
about what t hat says about
society, game mechanics and even
myself. That it manages to be so
thought-provoking while avoiding
pretension makes “Papers Please”
my ideal indie game.

3. Rayman Legends - Ubisoft Montpellier

Courtesy of Starbreeze Studios

T he way we i nter ac t w it h a
controller is something we don’t
often think about when it comes
to playing games. After learning
what but tons do what, cont rol
schemes t y pically fade away to
our subconscious, and playing the
game becomes nearly instinctual.
“Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons,”
however, never let s it s players
forget about the way they interact
with it. In it, players control the
two brothers independently, with
the older brother mapped to the
left stick and the younger to the
right.
Br ight a nd cheer y as it may

appear, “Brothers” is actually a
story about the loss of innocence.
The disparity between what the
pull of a trigger accomplishes in
the first few hours of the game
versus what it commands in the
final stretch says more than any
line of dialogue ever could. The
fact that “Brothers” never loses
sight of t he inter play bet ween
its stor y and its cont rols make
it 2013’s most art f ul game. It s
f inal sequence is beaut if ul and
poetic, a moment which must be
experienced firsthand, with your
hands on the controller, to truly be
appreciated.

7. The Swapper - Facepalm Games

Courtesy of Ubisoft Montpellier

Between its gorgeous watercolor
art, perpet ually invent ive level
desig n, posit ively adorable
character animations and devilishly
c at c h y s o u n d t r a c k , “ R a y m a n
Legends” is just an absolute delight
to play. The quirk y personalit y
that Michel Ancel brings to every
one of his games is made even more
irresist ible in t his follow-up to
2011’s “Rayman Origins.” Don’t
let it charm you too much, though;
it ’s a de c e pt i vel y c h a l len g i n g

platformer, which will put your
timing, ref lexes and even rhythm
to the test. It can be tough and even
brutal at times, but the challenge
always feels fair. Plus, the controls
are so good, you’ll have no one to
blame for failure but yourself.
Plus, play ing “Legends”
on a couch w it h a few f r iends
cooperatively is some of the most
fun I’ve had playing a game in a
long while.

4. Bioshock Infinite - Irrational Games
A rguably the most fascinating
a nd d rop - dead gorgeou s g a me
set t i ng of t he yea r, “Bioshock
Infinite: The Siege of Columbia”
is the kind of city Walt Disney’s
Imagineers would have dreamed up
in their heyday. Every square inch
of the city in the clouds begs to be
explored, whether it might contain
another tasty nugget of backstory,

or just one more trashcan hot dog.
T he g a me’s b e st encou nter s
were t hose wh ich opened up
into large arenas, where players
could take advantage of the roller
coaster-like skylines, Vigor traps
and reinforcements from behind
E l i z a b e t h’s t e a r s i n r e a l i t y.
In a genre f ull of stop-and-pop
military shooters, the ultra-mobile

Courtesy of Facepalm Games

“The Swapper” channels a deep
sense of loneliness and isolation.
You, an anonymous scavenger in
a spacesuit, board a space station
where the entire crew has been
k illed. There is no sig n of life
a ny w her e , not e ve n e ne m ie s .
The on ly ot her t h i ng keepi ng
you company aboard the derelict
station are the soulless, carboncopy clones you create of yourself,
using a science experiment called
The Swapper.
It’s not on ly a clever puzzle
game with a unique atmosphere,
it also tells a stor y intrinsically
linked to its cloning and swapping
mechanics. This means that what

the player is doing and what the
g a me is say i ng a re const a nt ly
in sync, in the sort of way that
t h e o r i g i n a l “ Po r t a l” d i d s o
masterfully.
W hen t he player s waps to a
new body, are t hey exchanging
souls, consciousnesses, or are they
effectually killing themselves to be
reborn elsewhere? It’s these sorts
of weird, metaphysical questions
that “The Swapper” is obsessed
with. Its ending offers the player
a si mple, bi na r y choice, but a
brilliant one that says more about
the person at the controls than
about the game itself.
“Saints Row I V” isn’t afraid to
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SAPE Peers is a student orgaization that advocates
for a campus-community enviroment that premots
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nice to say, go ahead and say it.”
Payne is one of the finest American
fi lmmakers working today because
he can mix savage satire into a
soulful character study. He creates

8. Saints Row IV – Volition, Inc.

flawed, often selfish characters and
brings the audience along for a
journey with them. Few directors
these days capture America and its
citizens in such a perceptive and
achingly funny way.

9. ‘Wadjda’ - Haifaa Al Mansour

Courtesy of Deep Silver

break conventions, or even its own
mechanics for that matter. Though
it st umbles a bit along t he way, it
represents the self-actualization of the
entire series. In its fourth entry, “Saints
Row” has fi nally found itself. Granted,
it found itself somewhere in a closet full
of worn out comic books, ’90s gangster

rap CDs and anime VHS tapes, but for
that unmistakable and uniquely asinine
personality, “Saints Row IV” is some
of the most hilarious video game fun of
2013. Plus, I’d be lying if I told you that
firing the Dubstep Gun for the first time
didn’t put the biggest, stupidest grin on
my face.

Al Mansour wrote and directed
the wonderf ul feel-good drama
“Wadjda,” the first feature film shot
entirely in Saudi Arabia and the
first feature-length film directed
by a female Saudi. The simple
plot follows a young girl (Waad
Moha m med) i n a n oppre s sive
c ou nt r y w ho w a nt s t o b u y a
bicycle and enters a Koran reciting
compet it ion to w i n t he pr iz e
money. What might sound like a

mawkish Oscar contender for Best
Foreign Language Film is actually
an entertaining and frequently
funny picture that slides in political
messages about equality for women
wit hout seeming to at all. The
natural performances, the invisible
direction and deft screenplay come
together to make a life-affirming
film that sneaks up and becomes
surprisingly powerful and moving.

9. Assassin’s Creed IV: Black Flag – Ubisoft Montreal
“A s s a s s i n’s C r e e d I V ” w a s t he
comeback kid of 2013. After the bloated,
messy and frankly boring game that
was last year’s “Assassin’s Creed III,”
it seemed like the annualization of the
series had finally driven it off a cliff.
But “Black Flag” proved that there’s
still plenty of exciting new possibilities
for the French franchise to mine. Setting
the clock back to the early 1700s, “Black
Flag” zeroes in on the pirates of the
New World during that time. The lush
visuals and inspired environment design
of the Caribbean immediately make
an impression and beg to be explored

to trinket-hoarding completion. And
that vast open world of gorgeous ocean,
with its swashbuckling naval combat,
is enough to make any die-hard fan
of “The Legend of Zelda: The Wind
Waker” go weak in the knees.
T h at “ Bl ac k F l a g ” m a n a g e s t o
string together its dozens of gameplay
mechanics into a cohesive whole is an
impressive achievement. That it does so
while returning the series to its roots
of exploration and open-ended stealth
makes it the best “Assassin’s Creed” in
years.

10. Amnesia: A Machine for Pigs - The Chinese Room
A s a proper sequel to t he 2010
c u lt cla s sic “A m ne s ia: T he Da rk
Descent,” The Chinese Room’s take
on the “Amnesia” series may prove a bit
disappointing. “A Machine for Pigs” does
away with the prior game’s elaborate
puzzle designs, inventory and even its
insanity mechanic. However, devoid of
the expectations of its predecessor, “A
Machine for Pigs” is one of the most

audacious horror games in years. It takes
the philosophy of “what you don’t see is
scarier than what you do” to the extreme,
crafting entire hour-long sections of the
game composed of little more than pure,
surrealistic atmosphere. For those with
active imaginations, the steam-belching
mechanisms of its hellish abattoir will
chew you up and spit you out a ruined
mess.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

10. ‘The Bling Ring’ - Sofia Coppola
I n 20 0 8 a nd 20 0 9, a g roup
of young adults broke into t he
California homes of celebrities
such as Paris H ilton and stole
cash, jewelry and clothing. The
b a n d it s b r a g g e d a b o u t t h e i r
score s a nd p o sted pic t u re s of
themselves online, which led to
their arrest. Sofia Coppola and
the late cinematographer Harris
Savides brilliantly capture the vapid
lifestyles of these morally bankrupt
and fame-obsessed airheads with a

detached eye that lets the audience
form their own opinions about
t he real-life characters. Emma
Watson is a riot in a supporting
role as Nicki, one of the group’s
nast iest members. The f ilm is
filled with lavish clothing and a
rocking soundtrack all while being
set in sunny Los Angeles, but this
hilarious sat ire is a horrif y ing
portrait of the greed and emptiness
of this TMZ-obsessed, celebritydriven American generation.
DG

DG

CANDIDATE INTEREST MEETING
Wednesday, Jan. 15, 6 p.m.
RH 201 (SEC Room)
Filing Period
Tuesday, Jan. 21, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 22, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Second ﬂoor of RH, across from Einstein’s
Student Body Elections: Feb. 18 & 19
For more information, please visit sa.sc.edu/sg/electioninformation
University of South Carolina
Student Government

@UofSCSG

@UofSCStudentGovernment

Mark your
calendars for
the 7th annual
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Students should work in groups of three or more through a
student organization or create their own team.
Be sure to select a group leader to be the contact person.
Register to participate by February 3:
www.sa.sc.edu/shs/cw/projectcondom
Call 803-777-1835 for more information.

Campus Wellness
Student Health Services

In support of Healthy Carolina
Improving student success
through healthy living

COLUMBIA’S BEST

BURGERS, FRIES & SHAKES!
AMERICAN ROADSIDE
NEXT TO WHOLE FOODS

WELCOMEBUY
BACKONE,
GAMECOCKS!
WELCOME BACK

GAMECOCKS!

GET ONE

FREE

CLASSIC ROADSIDE BURGER*
with the purchase of 2 beverages

702 Cross Hill Road
Columbia, SC 29205
(803) 790-9960

follow us:
Expiration Date 2/28/2014. Not valid
with any other discount offers. One
coupon per person. *Offer is valid on
single Classic Roadside burger only.

americanroadside.com

NOW

LEAS
ING
FOR
FALL
2014

#liveloveRetreat
Be sure to visit our
Housing Fair table on
JANUARY 3oth for
more info and your
FREE Retreat tank!
RETREATCOLUMBIA.COM

®

803.733.5800
info@retreatcolumbia.com
1929 Bluff Road
Columbia, SC, 29201
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EMPLOYMENT
Telecounseling Positions
Available
The Office of Undergraduate
Admissions is looking for
enthusiastic, dedicated
undergraduate students to
assist with recruitment this
year by calling prospective
students, admitted students
and their parents. Applicants
should possess strong
communication skills,
enthusiasm for USC, good
work ethic, professionalism,
and basic computer and
telephone skills. Students are
required to work a minimum of
two nights per week during the
hours of 5:00pm to 9:00pm
Monday through Thursday
throughout the school year,
except on University holidays.
Telecounseling pays $7.50/
hr, and training begins on
Monday February 3rd.
Applications are available in
the Office of Undergraduate
Admissions located on the
Horseshoe in Lieber College.
Application deadline: January
24th at 5:00pm. For more
information, please call
Alexandra Scovel at 803-7779106.

EMPLOYMENT
Best Job on Campus! Be
a Carolina Caller! Flexible
Schedule, Work Nights
and Weekends, earn up to
$8.25/hr, Fall and Spring
Positions. Apply Online
sc.thecallingcenter.com

Sales Associate Needed
Looking for a sales associate
at a children’s toy store
part-time in the afternoons/
evenings & weekends to assist
customers with purchases,
price, merchandise, and
display new inventory,
answer phone calls, run a
cash register, and gift wrap.
Must have initiative and enjoy
working around children.
Email bebeeptoys@yahoo.
com

EMPLOYMENT

TRAVEL

The Little Gym Instructor
Are you an energetic, selfmotivated individual seeking
a fun and challenging
opportunity working with
children and teaching motor
skill development classes? If
so you may be just the person
we’re looking for!
A background in child
development, physical
education, gymnastics and/
or dance is certainly a plus.
We are currently looking for
instructors for our Forest
Acres and Lexington locations.
Evenings (we are open until
about 8:00pm) and weekends
are required.
Email abrazell@thelittlegym.
com

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 5 Days. All prices
include: Round-trip luxury
party cruise. Accommodations
on the island at your choice
of thirteen resorts. Appalachia
Travel. www.BahamaSun.com
800-867-5018

THE SCENE

HOROSCOPES

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

Heavy activity provides
great lessons today. Learn
from your mistakes, and
save t i me u lt i mately.
C o m m u n i c at i o n s g o
f urt her, so talk about
what you like, and spread
e nt h u s i a s m . R e w a r d
yourself with rest and
relaxation at home.

Words come easily, and
you’re especially clever
t o d a y. E n j o y y o u r
f r ie nd s . Ta l k ab o u t
your next advent ure.
Build your plans with
s t r o n g f ou nd at io n s .
Invite those you’d like
to play wit h to come
along.

Con nect w it h a n
inspiring creat ive
partner. It seems easier to
handle tasks you’d been
avoiding, so complete
them. This gives space
for new endeavors and
collaborations, and some
enticing ones wait in the
wings.

D i s c i p l i n e d
c o m m u n i c at io n s g e t
your message out in new
channels. Use creativity,
charm and intellect to
generate profits. Keep
building infrastructure.
Delight in witty banter
with someone interesting.
Talk about passion and
promise.

Apply yourself to your
work , a nd c reat iv it y
sparks in unique
directions. Maintain a
respectful attitude with
clients and bosses as you
get lost in the job. Your
talent, articulation and
focus win appreciation.

Today has powerhouse
potential. A lign your
ef for t s to ser ve a nd
suppor t hea lt h for
yourself and others, and
incredible results could
arise. Your words and
deeds travel further, and
fun takes all the work
out of it.

Taurus

Virgo

Libra

Aquarius

The moon’s in your sign,
and the world is listening.
Sing out from your heart,
and closed doors open.
You r persistence a nd
dedication accomplish
more t h a n e x p e c t ed.
Take responsibility for a
change you want. Make it
happen.

Yo u ’ r e e s p e c i a l l y
br i l l i a nt t o d ay, a nd
t hings are start ing
to get fun. Time with
kids and young people
rejuvenates your spirit.
Set aside worries for a
while, and play lighthe a r t e d g a me s . G et
outside and see what’s
going on.

Snuggling seems
del ight f u l. Ponder
concepts like freedom
and inner health. Let go
of some old limitation.
Serve others by serving
yourself. Recharge while
considering your next
move. Share your thanks
and appreciation.

Apply your smarts to
solutions that benefit
your partner. Handle
insu rance mat ters
or f i n a nc ia l det a i l s.
Fi le t he p ap er work .
Communications f low
w it h ea se, so sh a re,
connect and hit “send.”
Your nest egg grows.

Home projects flourish
t o d ay. C ho o s e w h at
results you want, talk it
over and make it happen.
Creat ive part nership
c o m e s e a s i l y, a n d
domestic temptations
and joys distract. That’s
OK. Enjoy simple family
pleasures.

Cancer

Scorpio

TODAY
ARTS & CRAFTS WITH SEAN RAYFORD
7:30 p.m., free
The New Brookland Tavern
122 State St.
JANUARY HARVEST DINNER WITH FARM TO
TABLE EVENT CO.
6:30 p.m., $60
City Roots, 1005 Airport Blvd.

Capricorn

Tr a v e l o r s t u d i e s
—
i n c l u d i n g
soc ia l, c u lt u ra l or
philosophical inquiries
— satisf y your spirit.
You’re i ntere sted i n
l ib e r t y a n d j u s t i c e .
Craf t a perfect pitch
to persuade ot hers
to join t he endeavor.
Disciplined efforts bear
fruit.

Gemini

LEFT OF
THE DIAL
RIGHT IN
YOUR
EAR

Pisces

Doodle in class? Like to draw?
Email mix@dailygamecock.com about
creating our daily comic.

1/13/14

1 2 3 4

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

ENGENUITYSC PRESENTS SCIENCE
CAFÉ: THE BRAIN MECHANISMS OF
MOTIVATION
6 p.m., free
Speakeasy, 711 Saluda Ave.

TOMORROW
RESTAURANT WEEK
5 p.m.
Downtown Columbia

National Student Exchange
NATION
COCKY

APPLICATION DEADLINE: JANUARY 31
Come to an info session!

sc.edu/studentengagement
1/13/14
ACROSS
1 Auctions
12 Counterproductive
“Get Smart”
apparatus
14 Poster-mounting
aid
16 White and black
pawns, e.g.
17 “The Da Vinci
Code” monk
18 Filet mignon
sources
19 Zoo feature
23 Some
peculiarities
24 [More on next
pg.]
25 Tierney of “E.R.”
26 Mother of divine
twins, in Greek
myth
27 Twin who
adopted the
surname Bunker
28 Student
employees,
usually
30 Ruby or tawny
drinks
31 Where some
washers are kept
33 See 32-Down
36 Dogpatch creator
37 Conical brewing
equipment
38 Tendency
39 Fivers
40 Retired boomers
41 One who’s been
rubbed out?
42 Nebraska tribe
44 French
enforcement unit
45 2006 Cate
Blanchett ﬁlm
50 Classic 1913
novel called “the
tragedy of
thousands of
young men in
England” by its
author
51 1983 best-seller
with a misspelled
title word
DOWN
1 Looking grumpy
2 Straightened
3 Shots taken
quickly
4 ’50s Dodger
pitcher Billy

5 Hypotheticals
6 CBS ratings giant
7 Rocker Vicious
8 One might be
blonde
9 Watch readouts,
brieﬂy
10 Qualiﬁes
11 More reptilian, in
a way
12 Silkworm’s
protection
13 Solar year/lunar
year differentials
14 Sweetly, in some
suites
15 Brand with a tiger
mascot, once
19 __ Vineyard
20 Where many
homesteaders
headed
21 Museum VIPs
22 Besmirches
25 Aquino’s
predecessor
28 Race competitor
29 Marzo, por
ejemplo
30 Billboard
magazine’s
milieu
31 Things to avoid
32 With 33-Across,
common tourist
transport

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

33 Drought-stricken
34 Baltimore NFLer
called “The
Golden Arm”
35 Mill output
36 Abridgment on
the bridge?
38 German director
Herzog
41 Tropical fruit
43 Part of PDA:
Abbr.
44 Macbeth, for
one

46 Treaty gp. that
admitted Belize in
1991
47 Denver-toBismarck dir.
48 Fleet VIP
49 Radical org. in
1974 headlines

Congratulations on a
successful 2013 season!
Thank you for the many
hours of practice and
sacriﬁce starting in August
and all the daily rehearsals.
Students and fans - If you
see a name on this list you
recognize, thank them for
their service in the Carolina
Band.
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2013 season
throws out
record books
South Carolina football completes
third-straight 11-win season
Danny Garrison

DGARRISON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

ORLANDO, Fla. — When South Carolina took
on Wisconsin in the 2014 Capital One Bowl,
the question was whether the prolific Gamecock
passing attack could put up more points than the
Badgers’ punishing run game.
The two teams stayed true to form on New
Year’s Day, and South Carolina was able to outlast
its Big Ten opponent to emerge as 34-24 victors.
“It was really neat to get us anot her bowl
championship down here,” coach Steve Spurrier
said, “Two-in-a-row at the Capital One, three-ina-row in Florida. So it feels pretty good.”
T h e t r i u m p h s e c u r e d t h e t e a m’s t h i r d
consecutive 11-win season and its third bowl
victory in a row and gave Spurrier a win in his
300th game as a college head coach.
The game’s MVP, senior quarterback Connor
Shaw, finished up his career as a Gamecock in
heroic fashion. Shaw completed 22 of his 25
attempts for 312 yards and accounted for five total
touchdowns to cement his legacy as, according
to his coach, one of the greatest quarterbacks in
South Carolina history.
“I’m just proud of our team,” Shaw said. “We’re
establishing a winning tradition.”
The senior’s performance was bolstered by
a monster day from his wide receivers, as both
sophomore Shaq Rola nd a nd ju n ior Br uce
Ellington put on a clinic for the crowd in Orlando.
Ellington hauled in six passes for 140 yards and
two touchdowns, while Roland caught six balls of
his own for 112 yards.
“They told me before the game, ‘Just toss it up
there, and we’ll go get the ball,’” Shaw said. “A
couple times I just threw it up, and Shaq and Bruce
made some excellent plays, and I couldn’t be more
proud.”
A testament to the success South Carolina was
having through the air
on the day, Ellington
“We’ve been
a nd Sh aw wer e able
a blessed
to reverse roles in the
second quarter when the
team this
wide-out launched the
ball to his quarterback
year.”
in t he end zone for a
– Steve Spurrier trick-play touchdown.
According to Spurrier,
the play that gave Shaw his fi rst career receiving
score had been in the playbook for three years
before it saw the light of day.
W h i le t he of fen se g ave G a me co c k f a n s
a suf f icient f irework s show, it was a clutch
performance by t he Sout h Carolina defense
that sealed the victory in a game that was hotly
contested throughout.
“They had a lot of good runs, and even though
we gave up a lot of rushing yards in the middle of
the field, our guys were pretty tough,” Spurrier
said. “So a good day for our defense, and we know
that Wisconsin’s an excellent running team.”
The South Carolina defensive unit was only
to blame for 17 of the Badgers’ 24 points, as
Wisconsin returned a kickoff for a touchdown in
REC0RD • B7
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Connor Shaw (left) and Jadeveon Clowney both concluded their careers at the Capital One Bowl.

‘What a special group’
Shaw, Clowney take contrasting paths
to shot at professional football
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

ORLANDO, Fla. — Standing on stage, Connor
Shaw was straight-faced as ever.
The senior quarterback had just finished
his last collegiate game and was being named
its most valuable player. A lready Sout h
Carolina’s winningest quarterback, Shaw
notched one last victor y against No. 19
Wisconsin, throwing for three touchdowns,
running for one and catching another at the
Capital One Bowl on New Year’s Day.
Fa ns cha nted h is name. Coach Steve
Spurrier stood by him, shouting the praises of
Shaw and his teammates. Shaw stood quietly,
clutching his shoulder pads. And then he
dropped his guard.
“I’m so proud of this program — my boys!”
he shouted, smiling briefly and pointing to a
group of his teammates standing nearby.
A few minutes later, star defensive end
Jade veon C low ne y wa l ked dow n f ield,
surrou nded by a scr um of media,
championship t rophy in hand. He gave
interviews, signed autographs and walked
into the stands twice to greet fans. Later, he’d
have to be pulled away from a throng of fans,
forced to get on the team bus.
His performance in the bowl reflected the
season it capped: He was disruptive, but not
on paper. Clowney finished the game with
five tackles, tied for fifth on the team. It
matched his season high.
Ask coaches and teammates, and they’re
quick to say the impact of Shaw and Clowney

— two of the best players South Carolina has
ever fielded — has been huge.
But as the moments after the Capital One
Bowl reflected, their differences have been
equally prominent.
It ’s t he d if ference bet ween t he sor t
of celebrity air with Clowney that makes
speeding tickets national news and the sort
of consistency from Shaw that’s made him a
regular feature on lists of underrated players.
“What Connor’s done, how he’s done it,
the leader he’s been, the games he’s won, the
win streak at home — we will miss him,” cooffensive coordinator Steve Spurrier Jr. said.
“We really will.”
Before the game, the elder Spurrier alluded
to Clowney’s rock star status.
“He’s been a very good teammate for three
years. We were all wondering if he’s got a
limo to take him out of the ballpark tomorrow
or not,” Spurrier said. “He’ll be an instant pro
when the game’s over.”
Still, neither has had a particularly easy
path to stardom.
Shaw, a mostly unheralded recruit from
northern Georgia, waited in the wings for
years before opening his senior year in a
quarterback controversy, fighting off calls for
his replacement.
Against Missouri last year, with the season
on the line, he became the stuff of South
Carolina legend, putting injury aside for
an improbable comeback victory in double
overtime. Against Wisconsin, he cemented
it with arguably his best outing in a South
Carolina uniform.
Clowney, who in high school announced
his commitment to South Carolina live on
national TV, opened with a pair of explosive
SPECIAL • B7
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Clemson topples Ohio State in Miami
Spartans save Big Ten
reputation in Rose Bowl
David Roberts

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Orange Bowl - Jan. 3
(8) Clemson 40 – (12) Ohio State 35
Clemson used an opportunistic
interception with a little more than
a minute left to play to power past
Ohio State in a 40-35 shootout. The
interception came two plays after
Buckeye C.J. Barnet t picked of f
Clemson’s Tajh Boyd, which gave
OSU the ball in Clemson territory
down f ive points wit h a barely a
minute left. Wide receiver Sammy
Wat k i n s enjoyed a record d ay,
notching career-highs in receptions
(16 ) a nd receiv i ng y a rd s (227 ).
Watkins also caught two touchdowns
from Boyd, the latter being the 27th
touchdown of his Clemson career
— all thrown by Boyd. The two are
expected to be early-round picks
in the NFL Draft this April along
with Buckeye running back Carlos
Hyde. Hyde posted 113 yards and
a touchdown on the ground in the
Orange Bowl, adding a touchdown
catch as well. Despite missing the
fi rst three games of the season, Hyde
put up freak ish numbers over 11
games this season, totaling 1,521
rush yards and 15 touchdowns. The
win in the Orange Bowl gave the
Tigers something to celebrate, with
head coach Dabo Swinney proudly
proclaiming that they were the only
South Carolina team to win a BCS
bowl. This was Clemson’s fi rst game
since losing to South Carolina 31-17.
Rose Bowl - Jan. 1
(3) Michigan State 24 – (11) Stanford
20
Connor Cook overcame a pick-six
thrown in the second quarter to turn
in his best day as a Michigan State
quarterback, throwing for a careerhigh 332 yards and two touchdowns.
Cook’s lone turnover went 40 yards
in the opposite direction to give
Stanford a 17-7 lead wit h only a
couple of minutes left in the first
half. The defensive score would be
the last time the Cardinal got on
the board until a Jordan Williamson
field goal brought them within four
with just 4:15 left to play. MSU’s
junior quarterback responded by
eng i neer i ng a 75-ya rd d r ive to
bring t he Spartans w it hin t hree
points before halftime. A 25-yard
touchdow n st rike f rom Cook to
Tony Lippett put Michigan State
up for good, crowning the Big Ten
champions as t he v ictors of t he
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Tajh Boyd earned an elusive BCS bowl victory in his final game for the Clemson Tigers, throwing for 378 yards in the Rose Bowl win.
10 0t h a n nual Rose Bowl G ame.
M ich iga n State’s BCS bowl w in
against a physical Stanford team may
have salvaged the Big Ten’s bowl
season. The conference limped into
the game with a measly 1-4 record in
bowl games this season. The Pac-12

fared better, going 6-3, although this
was the only BCS game that featured
a Pac-12 team.
Fiesta Bowl - Jan. 1
(10) Central Florida 52 – (13) Baylor
42

Naysayers scoffed, and Gamecock
fans scrambled to defend their team’s
performance on Sept. 28 earlier this
season when Central Florida took
South Carolina down to the wire
NATION • B7

Florida State snaps SEC’s national title streak
Central Florida lights up
Baylor in Fiesta Bowl

Tech’s difficult triple option offense,
allowing just 151 rushing yards on
49 carries. The Yellow Jackets had to
turn to a passing game in the fourth
quarter, which usually does not bode
well for them. The Music City Bowl
was no exception as Tech’s sophomore
quarterback Vad Lee completed only
five of 17 passes in the loss.
Liberty Bowl - Dec. 31
Mississippi State 44 vs. Rice 7
T he M is sis sippi St ate of fen se
exploded for 533 total yards and helped
move the Bulldogs to over .500 for
the season. Sophomore quarterback
Dak Prescottes had one of his best
collegiate games, throwing for 283
yards and three touchdowns, while
also running for 78 yards and two
scores. Prescott will have to take the
momentum from this game into next
season if the Bulldogs hope to make
bigger strides next year.

Tanner Abel

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

BCS National Championship - Jan. 6
(1) Florida State 34 vs. (2) Auburn 31
In one of the most exciting BCS
championships ever, as well as the swan
song for the BCS era, Florida State was
able to hang on to complete its perfect
season and claim the title. With a little
over a minute remaining in the fourth
quarter, Auburn junior running back
Tre Mason put the Tigers in front
31-27 with a 37-yard touchdown run.
However, FSU’s redshirt freshman
quarterback and Heisman Trophy
w i n ner Ja meis W i n ston led t he
Seminoles on a 75-yard touchdown
drive. With 13 seconds remaining,
Winston capped off the drive with a
two-yard scoring pass to sophomore
receiver Kelvin Benjamin. It is Florida
State’s first BCS national title since
1999, when legendary coach Bobby
Bowden was at the helm. Auburn’s
magical season falls just short of a title,
but with a young team, the Tigers will
be poised to contend again next year.
Sugar Bowl - Jan. 2
(6) Oklahoma 45 vs. (7) Alabama 31
Perh ap s s t i l l r e el i n g over it s
stunning loss against rival Auburn,
Alabama received another shock from
Oklahoma. Freshman quarterback
Trevor K night t urned in his best
performance as a Sooner, throwing

Chick-Fil-A Bowl - Dec. 31
(18) Texas A&M 52 vs. (23) Duke 48
Courtesy of MCT Campus

Heisman Trophy winner Jameis Winston (5) capped off a historic 2013 season by
engineering a 34-31 comeback victory over Auburn in the BCS National Championship.
for 348 yards and four touchdowns.
Oklahoma built a 31-17 halftime lead
that the Crimson Tide could not
overcome. In his final game for the
Crimson Tide, senior quarterback A.J.
McCarron had 387 yards with two
touchdowns and two interceptions.
Tr ue f r e s h m a n D er r ic k He n r y
emerged as a potential star for the
Tide at running back, gaining 100
yards on eight carries and two total
touchdowns, highlighted by a 61-yard
score in the fourth quarter. With the

loss, Alabama fell to No. 7 in the AP
poll, while Oklahoma reached No. 6 to
finish the year.
Music City Bowl - Dec. 30
Ole Miss 25 vs. Georgia Tech 17
Junior quarterback Bo Wallace
helped Ole Miss move to 8-5 on the
year after throwing for 256 yards and a
touchdown. Wallace also scored twice
with his feet and gained 86 yards on 13
carries. The Rebels contained Georgia

It was a memorable f inal
performance for Texas A&M redshirt
sophomore qu a r terb ac k Joh n ny
Manziel in his last collegiate game.
Duke built a 38-17 lead going into
halftime, but last season’s Heisman
Trophy winner made one last splash
for the Aggies. Several outstanding
plays from Manziel helped dwindle
the Blue Devils’ lead to 48-45. Then
with just over three minutes left in
the game, senior defensive back Toney
Hurd Jr. intercepted Duke quarterback
Anthony Boone’s pass for a 55-yard
SEC • B7
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Connor Shaw (bottom
left) hauls in the first
receiving touchdown of
his career on a pass from
Bruce Ellington.

Mike David (bottom
middle) fights for
extra yards through
a crowd of Badgers.

Connor Shaw (top)
celebrates one of his
five total touchdowns in
South Carolina’s Jan. 1
win over Wisconsin.

Bruce Ellington (23) reaches
for one of his two touchdown
receptions. The wide-out also
threw for a score in the game.

View more photos of the Capital
One Bowl and buy prints online
at dailygamecock.com

Gamecocks No. 4
in both major polls
T

he South Carolina football
prog ra m has broken yet
another school record with
the release of the final Associated
Press and USA Today Polls of the
2013 season, fi nishing fourth in the
nation in each.
“Being ranked No. 4 in both major
polls is an honor for the University of
South Carolina and for our football
program,” coach Steve Spurrier told
gamecocksonline.com. “Thanks to
the players for achieving another 11-2
record.”
The Gamecocks reeled off their
third-straight 11-win season this year,
capped off by the 34-24 triumph over
Wisconsin in the Capital One Bowl
on New Year’s Day.
The final rankings come on the
heels of coach Steve Spu r r ier’s
proclamation that South Carolina
is the “national champion of bowl
season,” a claim that is supported by
some staggering facts.
The Gamecocks beat six teams that
won bowl games this year, including
victories over BCS game winners
UCF and Clemson — marks that no

other team in the country beat.
At the No. 4-spot, South Carolina
is behind only national championship
contenders Florida State and Auburn
and Rose Bowl champion Michigan
St at e. T he G a me co c k s a re t he
second-highest-ranked SEC team in
the final poll, and first in the SEC
East with Missouri, polled at No. 5.
But perhaps the number that’s most
satisf ying to South Carolina fans:
the Gamecocks are a solid four spots
ahead of Clemson, who finished at
No. 8.
A testament to South Carolina’s
run of success, the program is in good
company with Alabama and Oregon
as the only schools to finish in the
AP Top 10 in each of the last three
seasons.
“We are ver y appreciat ive a nd
thankful for being the highest ranked
team in school history,” Spurrier told
gamecocksonline.com. “And hope to
do better next year.”

— Compiled by Danny Garrison,
Sports Editor

Jeﬀrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Gamecocks celebrate on the field after defeating Wisconsin in the Capital One
Bowl to earn their highest-ever final ranking in both the AP and USA Today polls.
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in Orlando, Fla. Now, with the Knights’ 52-42
victory over Baylor in the Tostitos Fiesta Bowl,
the Gamecocks’ win looks as impressive as ever.
Junior quarterback Blake Bortles carved up the
Baylor defense, passing for more than 300 yards
and rushing for 93, a career high. Despite the loss,
Baylor quarterback Bryce Petty had arguably a
better game, statistically. Against Central Florida,
Pett y accounted for all but one of the Bears’
touchdowns, with two coming through the air
and three on the ground. In his fi rst year at the
helm, Petty threw for 4,200 yards, along with 32
touchdown passes and only three interceptions.
Petty will lose two of his top offensive weapons
next year when he returns for his senior season.
Wide receiver Tevin Reese and running back
Lache Seastrunk will both be playing on Sundays
nex t year. At t he end of t he season, UCF ’s
three-point loss to South Carolina remains the
only blemish on an otherwise impressive 12-1
campaign. South Carolina will not play Central
Florida next year, as Missouri will fill its SEC
opponent slot.
Alamo Bowl - Dec. 30
(9) Oregon 30 – Texas 7
After a head-coaching debacle that included
rumors of Nick Saban heading to Texas, Mack
Brown announced that the Valero Alamo
Bowl would be his last stand as Texas head
coach. Taking over in 1998, Mack Brown ran
a Texas program that went 10-5 in bowl games
during his tenure, including a 41-38 victor y
over Southern California to claim the 2005 BCS
National Championship. Memories of that game
never felt further away on Dec. 30, as the Oregon
Duck s ra iled t he Longhor ns, 30 -7. Texas’s
opening drive resulted in a pick-six after Avery
Patterson ran back a Case McCoy pass intended
for Jaxon Shipley. After an Oregon field goal,
Texas answered with a touchdown of its own,
as McCoy scored from one yard out. However,
Oregon would go on to score 20 unanswered
points in a 30-7 rout of the Longhorns. Preseason
Heisman darling Marcus Mariota completed 18
passes for 253 yards — 17 more yards than Texas’s
of fense mustered all night. The sophomore
from Hawaii also accounted for 133 yards on
the ground, the second-highest rushing total
of his career, behind only a 135-yard rushing
performance last year against Arizona State.
Holiday Bowl - Dec 30
Texas Tech 37 - (21) Arizona State 23
A fter winning its f irst seven games of the
season, Texas Tech may have had dif ferent
expectations for their postseason play. As it turned
out, the Red Raiders dropped five consecutive
games to conference opponents, which landed
them in the National University Holiday Bowl
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Michigan State quarterback Connor Cook threw for a career-high 332 yards in the Rose Bowl win over Stanford.
against A rizona State. Freshman quarterback
Davis Webb earned the start after giving way to
freshman Baker Mayfield in the fi nal three games
of the regular season. Webb rewarded coach Kliff
Kingsbury’s decision by scorching the Arizona
State defense for 403 yards and four touchdowns
in a 37-23 toppling of the Sun Devils. The four
touchdowns thrown by Webb tied a Holiday Bowl
record set by BYU’s Jim McMahon in 1980. Texas
Tech suffocated Sun Devil quarterback Taylor

Kelly all night, only allowing 125 yards through
the air, a far cry from Kelly’s 270 yard season
average. Red Raider tight end Jace Amaro fi nished
the season with 1,352 receiving yards, which is an
FBS record for his position. The junior will forgo
his senior season and enter the 2014 NFL Draft.
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touchdown. Manziel threw for 382 yards and four
touchdowns to add to his 73 yards rushing and one
touchdown on the ground. Manziel declared for the
NFL Draft several days after helping the Aggies
finish the season at No. 18 in the polls.

seasons and capped of f his f reshman and
sophomore years with an instant classic, ESPNfavorite “The Hit.”
Then he made headlines again in 2013, this
time by recording a middling season. His
successes were always expected; his falters were
not.
“W ho had the better Saturday night, or
the easier Saturday night? That was Connor
Shaw,” university President Harris Pastides said.
“He was always surpassing expectations, and
Jadeveon was trying to meet them.”
In their time, the pair also set expectations —
for what a South Carolina football team could
be.
Along with three other departing juniors and
four other seniors, Clowney and Shaw heralded
a golden age of South Carolina football. Three
consecutive 11-win seasons. Five straight wins
against Clemson. Forty-one wins in four years.
A No. 4 finish nationally.
“What a special group — a small, small group
— that is,” Spurrier Jr. said.

Gator Bowl - Jan. 1
Nebraska 24 vs. Georgia 19
A depleted Georgia squad could not finish the
season ranked, after falling to Nebraska in the
Gator Bowl. Senior quarterback Aaron Murray tore
his ACL, forcing junior Hutson Mason to step in
for the Bulldogs. Mason threw for 320 yards and a
touchdown, and had a chance late to win the game
for the Bulldogs. However, senior tight end Arthur
Lynch dropped a fourth-down pass in the red zone
that would have put Georgia in a great position
to win. Sophomore running back Todd Gurley
finished his up-and-down season with 86 yards on 21
carries as well as seven receptions for 97 yards and a
touchdown. If Gurley stays healthy next season, he
has a solid chance to be a Heisman candidate for the
Bulldogs.
Outback Bowl - Jan. 1
(14) LSU 21 vs. Iowa 14
LSU was also among the SEC teams without
its starting quarterback available as senior Zach
Mettenberger missed the contest with a torn ACL of
his own. With his absence, the Tigers leaned heavily
on the run, which turned out not to be all that bad.
Sophomore running back Jeremy Hill had 216 yards
on 28 carries with two touchdowns. Freshman
Anthony Jennings did enough to allow LSU to win,
but completed less than half of his passes and only
compiled 82 yards in the air. With the victory, LSU
finished the season at No. 14 in both major polls.
Cotton Bowl - Jan. 3
(5) Missouri 41 vs. (17) Oklahoma State 31
Finishing off strong after an SEC Championship
loss, Missouri outlasted its former Big 12 rival,
Oklahoma State, 41-31. The Tigers were down
31-27 with five minutes remaining, but were able to
score twice, including a 73-yard fumble return to
seal the victory. It was a rough fi nal performance
for Missouri senior quarterback James Franklin.
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Auburn junior quarterback Nick Marshall and the
Tigers were not able to extend the SEC’s run of national
championship victories to eight against Florida State.
He only completed 15 of 40 passes and threw an
interception with no touchdowns. Freshman Maty
Mauk took some snaps in place of Franklin and
managed to throw one touchdown. In his final
game before declaring for the NFL Draft, junior
running back Henry Josey sparked Mizzou with 12
carries for 92 yards and three touchdowns. Missouri
finished just behind South Carolina at No. 5, while
Oklahoma State dropped to No. 17 in the AP poll.
BBVA Compass Bowl - Jan. 4
(24) Vanderbilt 41 vs. Houston 24
Vanderbilt continues to make strides in the SEC
with two consecutive seasons finishing at 9-4. The
win over Houston put the team at No. 24 in the AP
Poll to fi nish the year. However, the Commodores
lost a key component in their recent success a
few days after the victory when head coach James
Franklin accepted the coaching vacancy at Penn
State. With the loss of Franklin as well as two
seniors in quarterback Austyn Carta-Samuels and
receiver Jordan Matthews, Vanderbilt must fight to
stay out of rebuilding mode.
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the fourth quarter that blew open a game that
looked to be sealed in the Gamecocks’ favor.
The effort by the defensive side of the ball
for South Carolina was highlighted by several
key turnovers, including two interceptions by
freshman linebacker Skai Moore and a fourthquarter fumble recovery by sophomore Kaiwan
Lewis.
The contest was the last in a South Carolina
uniform for seniors Chaz Sutton, Ronald Patrick
and Jimmy Legree, as well as Shaw. Also suiting
up for the last time were juniors Jadeveon
Clowney, Kelcy Quarles and Bruce Ellington,
along with redshirt junior Victor Hampton.
After the game, with the season wrapped up
and a number of program-records to hang his
hat on, Spurrier allowed himself to reflect on
his ninth year at the helm of South Carolina
football. And all things considered, he said he
sees it as one of his best.
“This has been a wonderful season,” Spurrier
said. “It could have gone the other way, but it
went our way so often this year. We have a lot
to be thankful for. We’ve been a blessed team
this year.”
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straight 11
win and AP
Top 4 ﬁnish.

Football Celebration

at halftime of the Ole Miss basketball game.
January 18th.

